
How to Make a Rhinestone Tumbler Cup Wrap
Specic instruction for Starbucks Black and Crystal Acrylic Tumbler 24oz



Brush in the jet black ss10 
hotfix rhinestones

Place the hot fix tape on the 
rhinestones to transfer them 
on to the tape.

Repeat step 1 to 6 but using 
the design for the lid and 
other parts of the tumbler.

Peel off backing from Magic 
Flock, put Magic Flock sticky 
side on the cutting mat.

Set up design file for the body 
of the tumbler ready for cut.

Load cutting mat into cutter 
and cut.

Take out the magic flock and 
stick it on the table.

Then place it on top of the 
shinny side of HTV anything. 
Add cover sheets over and 
under them.

Set heat press to 310°F and 
press with light/medium 
pressure for 6-8 sec.

Leave the black siser glitter 
HTV a bit to cool then peel off 
the carrier sheet.

Place the hot fix tape with 
rhinestones on the black siser 
glitter HTV. 

Place cover sheets over and 
under them. Press with firm 
pressure at 320°F for 15 secs. 

Leave it cool for a bit then 
remove the hot fix tape.

Place the rhinestones face 
down, and add cover sheets 
over and under it again, and 
press for 5 sec.

Use scissors to trim the outline 
and cut a hole inside on the 
black sister glittler decal, and 
set it on the side.

Place the white siser glitter on 
the cutting mat. Load into 
cutter and cut the rest of the 
design template.

Weed all the siser glitter htv. Place the white sister glitter 
HTV on top of the shinny side 
of HTV anything. Add cover 
sheets over and under them.

Repeat steps 9 to 15 with the 
white sister glitter HTV. Trim 
the HTV anything, and set it 
on the side.

You should have all the pieces 
according to the image above.

Peel off the HTV anything 
backing and apply the 
rhinestone decal on the 
tumbler’s lid.

Wrap the rhinestone decal 
around the lid.

Trim off a piece at the middle 
of the HTV anything backing 
piece as shown above.

Apply the sticky gap of the 
rhinestone decal on the 
middle of the tumbler. 

Lift up the tumbler and test 
wrap it to see if the rhinestone 
decal is perfectly align. Trim off 
extra parts if needed.

When satisfied, peel off the 
HTV anything backing and 
wrap the rhinestone decal 
around the tumbler.

Peel off the HTV anything 
backing and apply the white 
circle decal around the logo on 
the tumbler.

You are done. Leave Tumbler 
for at least 48 hours before 
contact with water.
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